
blistered her hands." Then there was the rooming house
keeper who had spent more than half of each day in bed.
After an "Auto-Hemic" injection she "discharged her maid
and janitor . . . and did all the work of her twelve room
house herself, beating rugs, firing furnace and carrying out
ashes besides doing some of the laundry." "Case No. 7176"
is interesting: a man, generally considered the laziest per¬
son in his community and with a habit of "drinking thirty
whiskies a day," took "Auto-Hemic Serum." He stopped
drinking, shaved himself and changed from "a 'bum' to that
of a sober, clean, wholesome, bright and honest workman."
Then there was the case of the "lady physician" who "took
the serum one evening and the next evening reported that
she had had the 'giggles' all day" ; also she became "more
magnetic." More remarkable still was the case of the young
woman clerk in a retail store who, after taking the serum
"astonished her employer by volunteering to work over
time." In the chapter dealing with "Ills Peculiar to Women"
Dr. Rogers details the moving story of a man to whom the
"serum" was given and who reported that "about the third
twenty-four hours after taking it his bowels moved forty
times"—nevertheless, "he felt no exhaustion."
In all phases of human activity the serum seems to work

wonders. "The cases are numerous in which the frigidity
of both sexes have [sic] melted after Auto-Hemic treatment."
A young married woman with a morbid dislike for her
husband took the serum and within a week "became normal."
The discoverer suggests that in some cases there is no doubt
ihat this serum "would prevent divorce." A forty-year-old
woman who could not endure to wear any waists but white
or black was able, it seems, after taking the serum to tolerate
a veritable Jacob's coat.
Is, then, "Auto-Hemic Serum" good for everything? Let

Dr. Rogers answer :

"Briefly stated, without any great exaggeration, this new modified
serum treatment is good for anything that is the matter with you,
provided the cause is not organic, mechanical or bacterial."

One infers that in the inorganic, mental, spiritual and non-
bacterial spheres the stuff is supreme. But it has its limi¬
tations. For instance, Dr. Rogers states that he once had
"a very troublesome cough which lasted several weeks, but
did not yield to this serum." Reaching the conclusion that
some other treatment was necessary "he had the bones of
his neck 'adjusted' and got immediate relief."

AS A COMPLEXION BEAUTIK1ER

The serum "cannot be made up by the barrel and sold at
wholesale or retail" :

"If it could be bottled and stored and sold at retail like a patent
medicine, the demand for it as a complexion beautiher alone would· net
the proprietor millions. More than one person a few days after taking
the treatment has been wrongly accused of painting."

Should any of The Journal readers decide to take the
$100 mail-order course in "Auto-Hemic Therapy" he should
realize that even after he has done so there are certain
restrictions in the practice of this "therapy." In no case
must he administer "a course of Auto-Hemic Treatment" for
"less than $100, paid in advance." The only exceptions to
this rule are "cases of absolute charity, expectant mothers
and to persons positively unable to pay that amount."
Furthermore, Dr. Rogers says that for the reputation of his
method, as well as for the good of all concerned, "I insist
that the entire fee be paid in advance and that the course
extend over a period of one year whether the patient needs
few or many treatments."

dollars and cents

For those who do not wish to take the mail-order course
Rogers offers to prepare individual specimens of the "serum"
from blood that is sent to him by the physician. The cost
of this "serum" is $5.00, "in advance," of course.
Still emphasizing the commercial side, "Auto-Hemic

Therapy" is especially recommended to "the general prac¬
titioner growing old and the physician who is ambitious to
build up a creditable and lucrative office practice" because
"the health of four people out of five (old or young, whether
they consider themselves sick or well) taken at random can

be improved by this method of treatment" ! An Ohio physi¬
cian was said to have doubled his $3,000 practice in two
years after starting the "Auto-Hemic" method. A Virginia
physician is alleged to have "increased his income $10,000
a year." A Pennsylvania physician, urged by Rogers to
send $150.00 for the mail-order course, was assured that this
"is merely a nominal amount, as most of the doctors have
been able to get this amount back the first month."
But enough. The story, were it not for the tragic element

that forms the background, would be amusing. But it is
tragic !

"UNIVERSAL MILITARY TRAINING"
To the Editor:\p=m-\Your commendation of the provisions for

compulsory universal military training in the Wadsworth
army bill in your editorial published in The Journal,
January 31, I understand to be an endorsement of militarism.
It does not seem possible that any one can avoid this con-
clusion who is familiar with the history and growth of this
institution.
Before the war, in Europe, militarism was a subject much

discussed ; but here in the United States it received little
attention because it did not concern us at that time and very
few believed that it would ever be seriously proposed as the
policy of our country. Now it has become one of the most
important questions of our national life. In a few days the
question may be decided by Congress, and your editorial
may have important influence in determining the decision.
I suppose we may reasonably assume that this was the pur-
pose of the editorial.
I do not now propose to present objections to militarism,

but I would like to call your attention to the fact that the
advisability of introducing this institution into our national
system is by no means admitted by all. On the contrary, this
proposal is debated by the most serious students as an
exceedingly important problem. I. question your right to
commit the Association to its endorsement. [The House of
Delegates of the American Medical Association is the only
body which can commit the Association to any policy; The
Journal does not presume, .pretend or intend to arrogate
this right to itself.—Ed.]
You may claim that military training has some other pur¬

pose than the building up of a military system. You may
contend that the four months' period of training, which you
say is quite too short, is desirable for other reasons than
because it furnishes the basis of a very large and trained
American army. If you mean that military training is
desirable for some other reason than this and for reasons
that are so good that they might overbalance the dangers of
militarism, it would seem proper that you indicate in some
way why you commend it.
If your editorial were in a lay publication that made no

claims to authority on questions of health and physical
training, one might assume that you had in mind the value
of military training for physical development. Your knowl¬
edge of the unfavorable reception heretofore accorded by
Congress to public health measures must raise a doubt in
your mind concerning the conversion of this body implied in
its willingness to appropriate from 600 to 1,200 millions of
dollars for a health measure. Moreover, it must seem strange
that the military forces of the country have suddenly become
so in ensely interested in a health measure.
This argument for military training is so generally dis¬

credited by experts in physical education, and its honesty
is so thoroughly impeached by the fact that the proposed
compulsory training exempts those who most need it, that is,
those least well developed physically as well as all girls,
that it is not possible to assume that this senile and badly
discredited reason is what you had in mind.
I hope you will inform your readers why you as represen¬

tative of the American medical profession endorse this mea¬
sure that some undoubtedly regard as vitally wrong.

C. S. Bacon, M.D., Chicago.
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